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Abstract—Short-time thermal transient identification method
was successfully adopted to evaluate the winding thermal parameters of induction motors for industry applications. In this
work, the modeling approach and the identification methodology
are extended to the more sophisticated case of multiple threephase machines. The generalized model takes into consideration
the mutual heat exchange between the windings as well as the
possible causes of temperature mismatch. A complete procedure
to evaluate the parameters of the modified model is provided,
supported by experimental validation on a 7.5 kW machine with
two three-phase windings in contact at slot level. The method
covers any type of multiple three-phase machines, whatever the
thermal promiscuity of the winding sets: from deep coupling
as the ones presented, to the case where only the end-turns
are in contact, to the completely decoupled case. The proposed
technique can be useful for the machine design and for real-time
temperature monitoring during operation.
Index Terms—Thermal Model Identification; Lumped Parameters; Short-Time Transient; Multiple Winding Machines,
Multiphase machines.

N OMENCLATURE
The symbols and notations adopted in the paper are summarized here.
Short time thermal transient for 3-phase motors
R0
RT
Pj
Ceq
Req
∆T∞
τ
W

phase resistance at temperature T0
phase resistance at temperature T
DC Joule loss
winding copper and insulation thermal capacitance
thermal resistance between winding and stator core
theoretical steady state overtemperature (Req · Pj )
time constant (Req · Ceq )
dissipated thermal energy

∆T1,∞ ; ∆T2,∞
τ1 ; τ2
W1 ; W2

theoretical steady state overtemperature
time constants (R1,F e · C1 ;R2,F e · C2 )
dissipated thermal energies
I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N the past, the electrical machines design was mainly
based on their electromagnetic performance requirements,
but recently, the thermal performance has also been taken
into account since the machine thermal behavior strongly
influences both motor efficiency and reliability [1], [2]. This
is the reason why, in the last years, many simulation thermal
models have been developed to assist the design of electrical
machines [3], [4]. These models are developed according to
two main approaches: Lumped Parameters Thermal-Network
(LPTN) [5]–[7] or numerical methods [8], [9]. LPTN methods
provide faster response with respect to the numerical ones and
can be better handled for geometry optimization during the
motor design stage [10]–[12].
The extended use of motors with multiple three-phase
winding systems in naval and wind applications, and more
recently in aviation [13]–[16] has put in evidence the need
of accurate thermal models capable of covering the thermal
coupling among the different winding sets. The model must
be valid for analyzing the thermal behavior in steady state,
transient and faulty conditions [17], for properly monitoring
the winding conditions and preventing fault occurrence [18]
[19].

Short time thermal transient for DW motors
R1,0 ; R2,0
R1,T 1 ; R2,T 2
Pj1 ; Pj2
P1F e ; P2F e
P12
C1 ; C2
R1,F e ; R2,F e
R12

phase resistances at temperature T0
phase resistances at temperature T1 ; T2
DC Joule losses
heat exchange between each coil and iron
heat exchange between the two windings
thermal capacitances
thermal resistance between each winding
and stator core
thermal resistance between the two windings

Fig. 1. Schematic of winding allocation in the slot of the DW machine.

This paper deals with a custom designed dual three phase
winding machine prototype. The Dual Winding (DW) concept
is an innovative technology for starter generators in aerospace
application, which is expected to reduce the size of the onboard power electronic converter. Nevertheless, the winding
thermal coupling phenomena is a very important issue in
DW machines. This technology exploits a Permanent Magnet
assisted Synchronous Reluctance (PM-SyR) machine having a
stator with two sets of three-phase windings, called primary
and secondary. This is a non-conventional case of multiple
three-phase machine. The two windings have different number
of turns and wire cross section, and so different resistance and
leakage inductance. Moreover, the two three-phase sets are fed
by different currents from different converters. Every stator
slot is occupied by both the sets of windings, one placed in the
innermost part of each slot and the other one in the outermost.
Therefore, they present different thermal behavior and strong
thermal coupling, and a deep investigation of its thermal model
is necessary for a full exploitation of the machine.
In this paper, a LPTN able to represent the dynamic thermal
behaviors of the two windings and their thermal coupling
is presented and deeply analyzed. The procedure for the
thermal parameters determination, composed by three tests, is
discussed. Two mathematical approaches are proposed for the
parameters computation: the first one, approximated but simple, can be used for fast evaluation of the LPTN parameters.
The second one is based on an analytical approach. The two
methods gave similar results. This extends the applicability of
the thermal identification method called ”short time thermal
transient” to the more complex case of multiple-three phase
machines.
The proposed procedure can be usefully adopted for 1) improving the accuracy of the steady-state and transient thermal
estimate during the machine design, 2) building a simple and
accurate transient thermal model that can be used for online
temperature monitoring [20] of highly overloaded machines,
or fault tolerant machines when one sector fails or for the
prognostics of the windings failure in critical applications.
This paper extends the work in [21] adding a more detailed
analysis of the thermal modeling of the machine. Relevant
aspects on the parameters estimation, and in particular the
mutual heat exchange between the two winding sets, are also
highlighted. Moreover, the conference paper relies on a second
order lumped parameters thermal model. The possibility to extend the proposed procedure to a third order model, including
iron parameters and its temperature variation, is extensively
discussed in the new paper. Finally, both the two approaches
proposed for the manipulation of the measured data are better
described.
II. LPTN OF M ULTIPLE T HREE -P HASE M ACHINES
The DW machine used for the experimental measurements
is a 4 pole/36 slots PM-SyR machine prototype with ferrite
permanent magnets. Table I reports its main parameters and
characteristics. Each windings set is a standard three-phase
single-layer full-pitch winding. The two sets are overlapped
and placed in the same slots, as shown in Fig. 1, with a crosssection proportional to the number of turns of each set.

TABLE I
DW MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

Primary
Rated power [kW]
Rated speed [rpm]
Rated load current [A]
DC link voltage [V]
Number of pole pairs
Number of slots
Number of turns in
series per phase
Phase resistance [mΩ]
Copper Mass [kg]

30

Secondary
7.5
3000
40
270
2
36
60

194
2.1

372
4.5

According to the requirements of the DW technology, the
number of turns of the secondary winding is higher respect
to the primary one, while the two three-phase sets can have
different wire section, resulting in different stator resistances.
If the two 3-phase sets are connected in series, the DW
machine becomes a standard single winding machine.
A. Review of the Three-Phase Case
Previous works [18], [19], [22] demonstrated the effectiveness of the short-time thermal transient method to identify
the parameters of a LPTN. The technique was tested in real
operating conditions on various three-phase induction motors
of different size for industrial application. The adopted model
is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the current generator stands
for resistive Joule loss Pj in the winding, the capacitor Ceq
represents the aggregate thermal capacitance of winding plus
insulation, the resistor Req is the thermal resistance from the
winding to the stator core iron and T0 is the initial temperature
of the system.
The essential hypotheses behind this method is that during the identification session the stator iron temperature is
considered constant and equal to the initial temperature T0 .
This hypothesis is supported thanks to the short duration of
the identification test. Conversely, if the model presented in
Fig. 2(a) is used during motor operation, any losses not due
to the stator winding (e.g. iron, PM or mechanical losses)
would contribute to define the iron temperature, which will
be different from T0 . The LPTN would still be valid, but the
generators would force different temperature/thermal power.
Therefore, the same LPTN can be applied independently by
the type of rotor.
Starting with the motor at room temperature T0 , the three
phases are connected in series and excited with direct current
while the resistance is online monitored. The amplitude of the
injected current is in the order of magnitude of the rated value.
Since the initial temperature T0 and winding resistance R0
are known, the average winding temperature can be estimated
exploiting the well known dependency of the stator resistance
with temperature:
T =

RT
· (234.5 + T0 ) − 234.5
R0

(1)

(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Winding configuration for a) test ”all windings” and b) tests ”primary
only” and ”secondary only”.

(b)

It should be remarked that the short time thermal transient identification method is essentially experimental based.
Therefore, it is able to evaluate the Ceq (aggregating the
winding copper, insulation and eventual impregnation) and
Req (aggregating any heat transfer from the winding to the
stator core) whatever winding material and slot geometry are
adopted.
B. Multiple Three-phase Windings

(c)
Fig. 2. LPTN for a) single and b) double three-phase winding machines
considering constant iron temperature and c) double three-phase winding
including finite thermal capacitance of the iron.

where RT is the winding resistance at the temperature T
and 234.5 is the inverse of copper temperature coefficient. In
this concern, it must be remarked that the proposed LPTN
estimates the average winding temperature. If the LPTN is
adopted for assisting the machine design stage, the eventual
presence of hot-spots can be taken into account adopting
appropriate safety margin or thermal management techniques
[23], supported by additional experimental tests. According to
the scheme in Fig. 2(a), the thermal transient is approximated
by an exponential curve:


t
(2)
T (t) = T0 + ∆T∞ 1 − e− τ
where ∆T∞ = Pj Req and τ = Req Ceq is the time constant.
The initial stage of the temperature transient is approximately
adiabatic, i.e. the thermal power Pj directly flows into the
equivalent thermal capacitance Ceq without affecting the stator
iron. As a consequence, no thermal power flows through Req
and the iron core temperature does not change respect to T0 .
So, the accumulated energy W versus winding temperature
is almost a straight line, whose slope equals the equivalent
thermal capacitance:
dW
(3)
dT
After evaluating Ceq from (3), the thermal transient is
analytically interpolated with an exponential function based
on (2). Then, the equivalent resistance Req is extracted from
the time constant τ of the fitting curve. More details can be
found in [18] [19].
Ceq =

The LPTN of a dual three-phase machine, and namely of
the DW machine under test, is reported in Fig. 2(b). Each
three-phase set of windings has its proper thermal capacitance,
called C1 and C2 , aggregating the respective winding copper
and insulation. Moreover, two thermal power generators Pj1
and Pj2 represent the respective stator Joule losses. Each
winding exchanges heat with the stator iron through the
thermal resistances R1F e and R2F e . Moreover, a quota of
thermal power P12 is exchanged between the two windings,
flowing through the resistance R12 . It must be remarked that in
this specific machine the two windings share the same slots, as
can be seen in Fig. 1. Therefore, the contact surface between
them is relatively high compared with other types of multiple
three-phase machines adopting, for example, different slots for
the different winding sets. For this reason, the heath exchange
between the two windings is particularly significant, and the
value of R12 is comparable with R1F e and R2F e .
It should be remarked that the LPTN in Fig. 2(b) is a general
model including the standard three-phase machines. Indeed,
for single three-phase case, the second three-phase set is not
present, so the parameters R2F e , R12 , Pj2 and C2 vanish and
the LPTN is reduced to the one in Fig. 2(a).
In principle, the stator iron has its thermal capacitance, too.
The inclusion of finite iron thermal capacitance CF e leads
to the LPTN represented in Fig. 2(c), where R0 represents
the thermal resistance between the iron and the outside air. It
must be noted that the temperature variability of the iron along
the stator is relevant. Therefore, considering an average iron
temperature is commonly a rough approximation. However,
thanks to the adiabatic hypothesis, the iron temperature can
be considered constant during the first part of the transient
(approximately one minute), when the core is not considerably
heated. Therefore, the LPTN of Fig. 2(c) will not be used in
the following. The scheme of Fig. 2(b) will be used instead,
where the iron is represented by the voltage generator T0 . In
other words, the thermal capacitance of the iron is initially
considered as infinite.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Energy Vs overtemperature and (b) temperature transient in the first
test (all windings). Solid lines: measured data. Dashed: interpolation based
on the first 60 seconds using (8a) and (8b). Dotted: simulation with LPTN in
Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 5. (a) Energy Vs overtemperature and (b) temperature transient in the
test 2 (primary only). Solid lines: measured. Dashed: interpolation based on
the first 60 seconds using (13) and (17). Dotted: simulation with LPTN in
Fig. 2(b).

C. Test Sequence

Based on the measured resistances, the average temperatures
of the two windings are estimated:

The test procedure described in Section II-A is slightly
complicated here to find the five parameters of the LPTN
represented in Fig. 2(b). The three phases of each winding
set are always series connected, as shown in Fig. 3. The
identification procedure consists of three tests:
1) all windings: primary three-phase set connected in series
to secondary, and excited with constant current idc =
20 A;
2) primary only: the two windings are separated and only
the primary channel is excited at 20 A;
3) secondary only: the two windings are separated and only
the secondary channel is excited at 20 A;
The 20 A excitation current is chosen of the same order of
magnitude of the rated current of each winding set. During the
test, the DC resistances of the two windings R1 and R2 are
online measured using the voltage measurement indicated in
Fig. 3, divided by the imposed current. The series connection
in the test “all windings” guarantees that exactly the same
current flows into the two winding sets. In the “primary only”
and “secondary only” tests, a small current (1 A) is injected
into the non excited winding. This current is only necessary for
online monitoring the winding resistance, but it has negligible
thermal effect.

R1,T 1
· (234.5 + T0 ) − 234.5
R1,0
R2,T 2
T2 =
· (234.5 + T0 ) − 234.5
R2,0
T1 =

(4a)
(4b)

where R1,T 1 and R2,T 2 are the two resistances at the
temperatures T1 and T2 and R1,0 and R2,0 are the resistances
at the initial temperature T0 . The thermal energy dissipated in
the two windings is calculated from the electric power:
Z
W1 =

v1 · i1 dt

(5a)

v2 · i2 dt

(5b)

Z
W2 =

D. Rapid Data Manipulation: test 1
After measuring the thermal transient, the parameters of the
equivalent LPTN are obtained via data manipulation. In the
first test (“all windings”), the two windings present similar
power loss density and their temperature rises are similar. For
this reason, it is assumed that the thermal energy exchange P12

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. LPTN in the test where (a) the winding are series connected and (b)
primary winding only is excited.

τ2 = R2F e C2 are the thermal time constants.
E. Rapid Data Manipulation: test 2 and 3

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Energy Vs overtemperature and (b) temperature transient in the test
3 (secondary only). Solid lines: measured data. Dashed: interpolation based
on the first 60 seconds using (13) and (17). Dotted: simulation with LPTN in
Fig. 2(b).

between the two windings can be neglected, so the thermal
network is simplified as in Fig. 7(a).
P12 = 0

(6)

By using this simplified model, the windings are decoupled
and separately studied as two independent single winding
machines. Therefore, the same procedure described in Section II-A is adopted to evaluate R1F e , R2F e , C1 and C2 . In
particular, the thermal capacitances are obtained from the slope
of the dissipated energy as a function of the overtemperature
approximated with a straight line, while the resistances are
computed from the time constants of the fitting exponential
functions:
dW1
C1 =
dT1
dW2
C2 =
dT2


t
T1 (t) = T0 + ∆T1,∞ 1 − e− τ1


t
T2 (t) = T0 + ∆T2,∞ 1 − e− τ2

In the second test (“primary only”), the temperature of the
secondary winding varies by less than 1 ◦ C respect to the
initial room temperature. Therefore the heat exchange between
the secondary coil and the iron is negligible. Moreover, it is
considered that the power loss in the secondary winding is
null:
P2F e = 0

(9)

Pj2 = 0

(10)

The LPTN is then simplified as in Fig. 7(b). It must be
remarked once more that this analysis is valid only in the
initial part of the thermal transient, when adiabatic condition
holds (60 seconds). Using the simplified circuit, the power
flow between the two windings is:
dT2
(11)
dt
where C2 is retrieved from the first test using (7b). The
mutual exchange thermal resistance R12 is calculated after the
exchanged power P12 , as:
P12 = C2

R12 =
(7a)
(7b)

(8a)
(8b)

where ∆T1,∞ = Pj1 R1F e and ∆T2,∞ = Pj2 R2F e are the
asymptotic maximum overtemperature and τ1 = R1F e C1 and

T1 − T2
P12

(12)

It must be noted that T1 , T2 and P12 are a function of time,
therefore a variable R12 is found through (12). Anyway, the
thermal system is linear, so the value of R12 changes very little
and it can be reasonably considered as constant. To prove this
assert, the time dependency of R12 is plotted in Fig. 8. As
can be seen, after an initial transient the computed resistance
becomes reasonably constant. The average of R12 (t) in the
first 60 s is reported in Table II.
If numerical optimization wants to be pursued, it can be
useful to retrieve an analytical expression of T1 and T2 . For

Fig. 9. LPTN adopted for the formal approach data manipulation.

Fig. 8. Variation of R12 with time when calculated by (12).

doing so, different hypothesis are separately adopted. According to the LPTN of Fig. 7(b), if the temperature variation of
the secondary winding is neglected T1 follows a first order
exponential transient:


− t0
0
(13)
T1 (t) = T0 + ∆T1,∞
1 − e τ1
0
where ∆T1,∞
= Pj1 R1,eq , τ10 = C1 R1,eq and R1,eq =
R12 k R1,F e . The advantage of this formulation is that it is
suitable for numeric optimization, since Pj1 is measured and
R1,F e and C1 are known form the test “all windings”.
After calculating T1 through (13), different hypothesis are
adopted to find an analytical expression of T2 . In this case,
the primary winding is seen as a current generator providing
the thermal power P12 . Therefore, the temperature in the
secondary winding is approximated as:
Z t
1
T2 (t) = T0 +
P12 dt
(14)
C2 0

From (12) and (13):
1
T2 (t) = T0 +
C2
≈ T0 +

Z

t

0

1
C2 R12

T1 − T2
dt
R12
Z t


t
0
1 − e− τe dt
∆T1,∞

(15)
(16)

0

By solving (16), an analytical approximated expression is
obtained for T2 (t):


t
Pj1 R1,eq
0 − τ10
0
T2 (t) = T0 +
t + τ1 e
− τ1
(17)
C2 R12
As said, T2 is measured via R2 , using a small current
value (1 A). As a consequence, T2 is noisy, significantly
affecting the derivative in (11). Therefore, it may be necessary
to preliminary filter the measured temperatures. Alternatively,
an analytical expression of T2 derivative can be conveniently
obtained from (17), assuming constant Joule losses Pj1 :


− t0
dT2
Pj1 R1,eq
=
1 + e τ1
(18)
dt
C2 R12
Finally, the “secondary only” test follows the same steps of
the former one. Under the dual hypothesis, R12 is calculated

again. Its time dependency is reported in Fig. 8, while its
average value among the first 60 s of test is reported in
Table II, which reports both the R12 estimates obtained from
the two tests. The match of R12 estimates from the two tests is
excellent, proving the consistency of the test sequence. Indeed,
the two estimates differ for less than 5 %, which is considered
acceptable for most of the LPTN applications.
F. Formal Approach to Data Manipulation
A feasible alternative to the procedure described in Sections II-D and II-E is to analytically solve the LPTN. With
constant winding currents, the variation of thermal power
due to the dependence of the electrical resistance on the
temperature can be modeled with a Norton equivalent circuit,
with constant thermal power in parallel to a negative thermal
resistance [19]. The negative resistances are required to take
into account the increase of dissipated power on varying
the winding resistance. Therefore, the LPTN of Fig. 2(b) is
modified as in Fig. 9. In this way, the input of the system
becomes a step function. Details can be found in [19]. By
writing the admittance matrix in Laplace domain, a closed
loop solution of the LPTN is analytically retrieved.
Based on the analytical solution it is possible to predict
the winding temperature for a given parameters set. The three
tests present the same analytical solution, and differ one from
the other only for the amplitude of input thermal power.
The aggregate Root Mean Square Error (RM SE) between
measured and predicted temperatures in the three tests is
calculated as:
v
uP

2

2 P
u 3
3
u p=1 Tb1 − T1 + p=1 Tb2 − T2
(19)
RM SE = t
P3
2 p=1 (Np − 1)
where Tb1 and Tb2 are the predicted winding temperatures, p
is the index of the test and Np the number of measurement
point for a given test. A Nelder-Mead derivative-free optimization algorithm [24] was used to minimize the RM SE
calculated in (19), obtaining the parameters set reported in
Table II.
As can be noticed, the two proposed methods gave compatible results, and the discrepancy between them is acceptable
for the practical application of LPTNs. The advantage of the
formal approach is that it permits to easily extended the model
to an nth order system, e.g. to take into account finite iron
thermal capacitance as in Fig. 2(c). On the other side, it
requires more computational effort respect to the rapid data
manipulation method.

TABLE II
E STIMATED PARAMETERS OF THE LPTN.

Rapid data
manipulation
Formal approach

C1

C2

◦

(J/ C)

◦

(J/ C)

( C/W )

( C/W )

765

1313

0.191

0.131

793

1325

0.208

0.146

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The thermal model identification procedure was experimentally tested on the DW machine described in Section II. The
experimental set-up, shown in Fig.c126III, is simple and it
only requires two dc current sources, two current and two
voltage probes. HBM Gen7i having 18 bit, 0.01% class voltage
channels associated to 0.1% class current probes was used.
The three tests described in Section II-C were implemented.
Sufficient waiting time (≈ 23 h) was insert between the tests,
to ensure that every part of the machine was steadily at ambient
temperature before starting the DC excitation. In each test, T0
was between 20 and 22 °C. For each of the three tests, the
resistance variation was online monitored as the ratio between

R1F e
◦

R2F e
◦

R12
◦

( C/W )
0.260

0.248

0.218

measured voltage and current, and the average temperature
was retrieved from (5(b))-(6(b)). The experimentally obtained
thermal transients are reported in Figs. 4(b), 5(b) and 6(b).
It is considered that the hypothesis of short transient operation (e. g. adiabatic conditions) hold up to 60 s. A sufficiently
high time range is desirable in order to have a high number
of measurement points to be used in the curve fitting and
parameters estimation. Conversely, if a too long time limit is
chosen the adiabatic conditions fall and the thermal transient
can not be well approximated with a first order exponential
function. The time window limit was chosen based on the
energy Vs overtemperature plot: when adiabatic conditions fall
the curve is not anymore represented by a straight line.
Using the obtained parameters, the thermal network of
Fig. 2(b) was implemented using Matlab-Simulink. The three
tests were simulated imposing the correspondent power loss,
and the obtained temperatures were plotted in Fig. 4(b), 5(b)
and 6(b) (dotted lines). As can be seen the agreement with
the measured temperatures is very good in all the tests.
The maximum discrepancy between measured and predicted
temperatures up to 120 s is around 1%. For the test “all windings”, the discrepancy between the measured and predicted
overtemperature in the two windings are bounded between
-0.15 and 0.23 ◦ C in the first 180 s of test. In the same
time range, the temperature discrepancies for the test “primary
only” were limited between -0.28 and 0.32 ◦ C, and for the test
“secondary only” between -0.09 and 0.57 ◦ C. In conclusion,
the LPTN with the calculated parameters matches very well
with the measurement results.
The same Figures also show the temperature transient
interpolated with analytical fitting functions based on the first
60 s. The interpolating functions are (8a) and (8b) for the test
series, while for the test primary the fitting functions are (13),
(17). As can be seen, the complete model of Fig. 2(b) is more
accurate, especially after the time frame of 60 s.
IV. F INAL R EMARKS

Fig. 10. Experimental setup: dual winding machine, DC power supplies and
HBM Gen7i data logger.

The proposed method aims to identify the LPTN of the
stator winding of a dual three-phase machine, which is independent from the rotor type or structure. In other words,
despite the DW machine example has a PM-SyR rotor, the
proposed procedure applies to other types of synchronous dual
three-phase machines and even to induction motors, either
with distributed or concentrated windings. This property of the
short-time transient thermal identification was demonstrated in
[25].

As a further validation of the proposed thermal identification
method, the thermal capacitance of the two windings was
retrieved based on the estimated amount of copper present
in the machine, according to [19]. The two approaches gave
similar results. The relative discrepancy was lower than 8 %
V. C ONCLUSION
The characterization of the copper to iron thermal model
based on short-time thermal transient identification, already
presented for three-phase motors, was successfully extended
to multiple three-phase machines. A new lumped parameters
thermal model is proposed and validated. This model is valid
for an arbitrary number of stator windings and it can be
easily applied to any multi-phase machine. Moreover, it can
be extended to include finite iron capacitance, increasing the
degree of freedom of the thermal network. The test procedure,
together with two methods for calculating the parameters
of the analytical model where presented and validated on
a 7.5 kW dual winding machine prototype. The two postprocessing approaches gave compatible results. The proposed
model and identification procedure can be usefully adopted
for real-time temperature monitoring in critical applications,
and as a valid support to the design of multiple three-phase
machines.
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